Abstract-The precise estimation of dynamic power consumption, power droop and temperature development during scan test require a very large number of time-aware gate-level logic simulations. Until now, such characterizations have been feasible only for rather small designs or with reduced precision due to the high computational demands.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power estimation is one of the most crucial steps in physical design [1] [2] [3] . Compared to the functional operation of a design, scan testing generates much higher switching activity in a module [4] and great effort is put into optimizing test patterns [5] , scan clock schemes [6] , and test schedules [7] [8] [9] [10] to keep test power within affordable limits [11] [12] [13] .
Tremendous speedups are gained by using data-parallel architectures like general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU) [14, 15] for problems in electronic design automation [16] such as electrical simulation [17] , circuit optimization [18] or power grid analysis [19] . Gate level simulations have been accelerated using GPGPUs by parallel computation of independent gates [20] , faults [21] [22] [23] [24] , or Monte-Carlo samples for statistical static timing analysis [25] .
The most precise way to determine the data dependent power of synchronous sequential circuits is to perform a complete time simulation and compute the weighted switching activity (WSA) [1] based on all the events observed on internal signals. However, all proposed GPGPU gate level simulators either do not consider timing at all (zero delay model) or only calculate the latest transition at each gate [25] . This is not sufficient for power estimation as hazards may contribute significantly to dynamic power; figures up to 70% have been reported in the past [26] .
We propose a novel time simulator for GPGPUs, which takes a combinational time-annotated gate-level circuit and calculates for each set of input transitions all events on the internal signals and outputs. In scan test, all input assignments to the circuit are known in advance and can be evaluated in parallel by the time simulator. Consequently, the simulator is designed for high throughput of many independent simulation runs and taps into the full potential of throughputoptimized data-parallel architectures. An efficient linear-time pre-processing and low memory requirements let the simulator handle even industrial-sized designs. The support for arbitrary cells, individual timing per cell instance and a large class of timing models makes this simulation system an ideal tool for generating high-quality switching activity data for further analysis.
The method only uses architectural features common to all major GPGPU-platforms and can be implemented, for instance, on CUDA TM [15] or OpenCL TM [27] . The next section briefly describes the execution model of typical GPGPU architectures in order to provide the necessary background for understanding the design decisions made for the presented algorithm. Section III presents the overall time simulation system, and section IV describes the data-parallel simulation core in detail. The series of experiments reported in section V shows the performance benefit of the new simulator.
II. GPGPU EXECUTION MODEL
GPGPUs are throughput oriented architectures. Instead of reducing latencies with techniques like out-of-order execution, speculative computing and complex control hardware, GPGPU architectures use a massive amount of lightweight threads to hide latencies caused by data dependencies and memory accesses. Thousands of these threads are necessary to fully occupy a data-parallel architecture. Each thread executes the same code, but operates on different data. Threads are scheduled in batches causing multiple units to execute the same code in a lock-step fashion. This is most efficient, if many threads follow exactly the same execution paths. If the control flow of two threads diverges as a result of a data dependent conditional branch, however, some execution units may become idle and the performance degrades until the control flow of the threads merge again. Only threads of the same batch can share data during execution over fast but small local memories. Information exchange between threads from different batches is only possible with very expensive global synchronizations, which should be avoided as much as possible.
The memory hierarchy of data-parallel architectures is kept very flat and the amount of cache available per thread is very limited. Besides the high latencies for memory reads partly hidden by the thread scheduler, this also exposes physical properties of the connection between the GPGPU and the onboard memory. Every memory access results in a transaction on a w bytes wide bus between the on-board memory and the GPGPU. To use all w bytes in a transaction, threads of the same batch must access data in the same region at the same time.
III. TIME SIMULATION SYSTEM Figure 1 shows the overall time simulation system with control flow in the vertical direction and data flowing from left to right. The complete time simulation system consists of both sequential and data-parallel tasks. The sequential tasks (white boxes in fig. 1 ), which involve scheduling and allocations during initialization and calibration, are performed on a latency-optimized CPU. The data-parallel tasks (shaded boxes in fig. 1 ), which form the inner simulation loop, are performed on the throughput-optimized GPGPU. The sequential tasks are concerned with maximizing the amount of parallelism for a given circuit to reach maximum performance in the inner simulation loop. In the inner loop, data and control dependencies are reduced to a minimum and maximum simulation throughput is obtained by spawning the maximum number of parallel threads for the simulation task.
A. Design Preprocessing and Topological Ordering
Event-based time simulation approaches are not the optimal choice for data-parallel architectures because of the high number of necessary synchronizations and irregular memory access patterns. Instead, the proposed time simulator follows an oblivious simulation approach that propagates the input data towards the outputs in a single pass. In a given gatelevel design, first, all the state elements like flip-flops and latches are replaced by pairs of pseudo-primary inputs and outputs. To reduce the number of synchronizations to the minimum, the resulting cycle-free, purely combinational network is ordered topologically using an as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) scheduling. The first level contains all primary and pseudo-primary inputs, and the gates on the following levels only depend on gates and inputs from previous levels. All gates in a single level are pairwise independent and will be evaluated in parallel during simulation. As the number of necessary synchronizations equals the length of the longest structural path in the circuit, the ASAP-schedule guarantees the maximum amount of gate-parallelism for the given design.
B. Waveset Capacities and Calibration
The input data will be processed within a single pass over the circuit propagating intermediate results over each level of gates until the outputs are reached. For each signal and input assignment, the complete history of transitions is stored in a data structure called waveform [28] [29] [30] . Details on the encoding of a waveform will be given in section IV. Multiple independent input assignments are simulated at the same time (pattern-parallelism). Therefore, each internal signal needs storage for a set of waveforms, called a waveset. The storage requirement per waveset depends on the number of input assignments s processed in parallel and the number of transitions c to be stored per signal. The number of transitions for a signal is not known in advance and may be different for each signal and input assignment. However, using variablesized or dynamically growing data structures for waveforms would again lead to irregular memory access patterns and a severe performance impact on the data-parallel code. Instead, all waveforms in a waveset have the same capacity c.
The number of possible hazards on a signal is bound by the amount of logic between this signal and the driving sequential elements. Signals near the pseudo-primary inputs usually show less hazards within a single clock cycle than signals near the outputs. It is therefore reasonable to associate each internal signal with an expected number of transitions. If this information is available from previous simulation runs, it is loaded in step three ( fig. 1 ) to initialize the capacities accordingly. Otherwise, all capacities are initialized to some initial value c .
During simulation, the number of transitions on a signal may exceed the capacity of its associated waveset causing an overflow. If this situation is detected after processing a set of inputs, the simulator will enter a calibration loop (the outer loop in fig. 1 ). This calibration loop processes the same set of inputs again level by level in a monitored simulation, which checks each generated waveset for overflows. If an overflow is detected in a waveset, its capacity is doubled and the same level is simulated again until all overflows are avoided. After a calibration loop, some waveset capacities have been adjusted to guarantee correct and complete results at all internal signals and outputs. The next set of inputs is again simulated with the full-speed simulation loop (the inner loop in fig. 1 ), which provides an efficient, global overflow check and avoids all memory re-organizations to reach maximum simulation performance.
C. Waveset Memory Allocation
The amount of data-parallelism is bound by the size of the onboard memory M . Let us consider for now, that all wavesets have the same capacity c, and let r be the number of storage spaces for intermediate signal wavesets necessary to complete one simulation pass over the circuit. The number of input assignments s that can be time simulated in parallel is
The waveset capacities are already determined by the number of transitions on the signals. To maximize pattern-parallelism, r has to be reduced to a minimum. Figure 2 shows an example of an allocation with r = 7. Wavesets that pass a barrier indicated by a dashed line need to be stored in the onboard memory, and the numbers denote their storage locations. Simple reference counting can be used to find an allocation with minimum r with a single pass over the circuit, re-using each location as soon as its intermediate result is not anymore required. However, wavesets may have different capacities and using just storage locations of one common chunk size would be very inefficient. Moreover, capacities may change during calibration and efficient re-allocation should be possible, too. The sizes of memory chunks to are proportional to 2 i · c with i ≥ 0 and c the base capacity before any calibration. One very efficient way to manage memory chunks of these sizes is a buddy system [31, 32] . The allocated memory chunks are organized in a binary tree, and each node in the binary tree corresponds to a specific location in the memory. The lowest child nodes represent memory chunks of size c , their parent nodes represent chunks of size 2c and so on up to the root node, which represents all available memory. Figure 3 shows an example of such a tree. A new memory chunk is allocated by looking up the next free leaf node on the level corresponding to the desired chunk size. If no such node exist, new child nodes are generated for a free leaf node of a bigger chunk size. For instance, a new waveset w 4 of size c would be associated with node a in figure 3. For the next waveset w 5 of the same size, two children would be generated for leaf node b and the waveset would be associated with the first child. Deallocation is just the reverse operation. If w 1 is not needed anymore, for instance, its storage space is merged with its buddy (sibling node a) by just removing these two nodes from the tree. With the proper management of available leaf nodes in free-lists [31] , these operations can be implemented in near-constant time (logarithmic time in the worst-case for the split and merge operations) to allocate all wavesets for the circuit in near-linear time. All wavesets are allocated level-by-level in a single pass over the circuit. For each level, the binary tree is stored in order to serve as a basis for re-allocating wavesets during calibration. If the monitored simulation discovers the first overflows on level l, the appropriate waveset capacities are doubled and all wavesets for this level are newly allocated using the binary tree of level l − 1. All remaining levels > l are re-allocated as well during the current calibration run updating the trees for each level accordingly. The re-allocation of later levels could be avoided by using more sophisticated methods, but many wavesets on these levels are likely to be increased as well due to the propagation of hazards, which will lead to re-allocations anyway. More intelligent allocation methods would provide no benefit. Figure 4 shows the two dimensions of parallelism exploited by the simulator. Pattern-parallelism is exploited by processing s independent input assignments at the same time, and gateparallelism is exploited by evaluating all g gates within a level in parallel. Only the combination of these two dimensions generates enough (s · g) threads to fully occupy typical GPGPUs. Small circuits with low memory requirement r allow for more input assignments s to be processed in parallel. For larger circuits with higher memory requirement r, the number of samples s is reduced, but each level contains more gates and gate-parallelism dominates. Overall, a large number of threads can be created over a wide range of circuit sizes, and the number of threads is only bound by the memory size M . 
D. Parallelism

IV. GPGPU TIME SIMULATION CORE
The principle operation of a single thread on the GPGPU is to compute the output waveform at a single gate with given input waveforms. Each thread is spawned with different parameters for the gate and locations of its input and output waveforms in memory for fully data-parallel operation.
As parallelism is bound by the on-board memory size M , the waveform encoding must be very memory efficient. At the same time, the encoding should allow for fast gate evaluations with a simple control flow for efficient data-parallel execution and the best possible use of memory transactions for optimal on-board memory throughput. The waveform representation and evaluation algorithm presented here is tuned towards 2-valued simulations for maximum efficiency. However, the principle evaluation approach is also applicable to multivalued simulations and waveform representations like in [30] .
A. Waveform Representation
Let v t be the signal value at time t. A waveform is a description of signal values v t for all t > 0. In 2-valued simulation, transitions are always alternating between rising and falling on a single signal. Therefore, any signal value v t is determined by a known value v t and the number of transitions between t and t . In the representation used here, the initial signal value is always zero (v −∞ = 0) by default. With this signal value given, only the time points t i need to be stored:
The time of the first transition (which is always rising) is t 0 , the time of the second transition is t 1 , and so on. To encode an initial value of 1 on a signal, t 0 is set to a large negative value, denoted by the symbol −∞. A waveform is terminated by a large value (symbol ∞) after the last valid transition time. 
B. Waveform Evaluation
The algorithm described below computes the output waveform z for a gate with n ≥ 1 inputs. Cells with more than one output are supported by performing the evaluation for each output individually. Given are the logic function of the gate f (v 1 , . . . , v n ), the delay for a rising transition at the output δ r , the delay for a falling transition δ f , the positive and negative inertial delays δ ip , δ in , and the waveform at each input w 1 , . . . , w n .
The input waveforms are processed in the order of their representation with a merge-sort approach. A transition is added to the output waveform, if (1) the logic value of f changes with the currently processed input transition, and (2) the transition does not generate positive pulses smaller than δ ip or negative pulses smaller than δ in . The logic values for the evaluation of f are given by the current positions in the input waveforms. As in a waveform w = (t 0 , t 1 , . . . ), t 0 is always the time of a rising transition towards 1 and t 1 is always the time of a falling transition towards 0, the index i of a t i can be used to determine the signal values at the transition. The signal value before a transition at t i is just v ti−ε = i mod 2 (for a sufficiently small ε > 0). If f changes its value indeed, two cases are possible. In the case, that the new transition does not generate a short pulse or a collision, it is saved in z and the index for the output waveform is advanced. In the case, that the new transition is too close to-or even earlier than-a transition t saved previously, it is discarded and t is removed from z by decreasing the output waveform index by one. Figure 6 shows the computation of a waveform in pseudocode. In addition to the parameters already introduced, each waveform w contains a special integer field recording overflows w ov . A positive value in such an overflow field indicates, that transitions may be missing in the waveform due to an overflow in the current or previous gate evaluations. Lines 1-7 initialize the input waveform indices i 1 , . . . , i n and the output waveform index j. The overflow indicator z ov is initialized to the sum of the overflow field values of all inputs. The running sum over the overflow fields allows a very efficient overflow check at the very end of the simulation. If the function f evaluates to one for all zero inputs, the output waveform is initialized with an initial value of one. The following whileloop processes transitions until the terminal symbol ∞ is reached for all the input waveforms. Lines 9-11 select an earliest, unprocessed transition (there may be more than one) and consumes it by advancing the appropriate index i k . If the logic function of the cell produces a value different from the current one (j mod 2), a transition may be generated in z at time t + δ[j mod 2]. The if-statement at line 14 implements three important tasks. It checks for collisions (with δ r = δ f , output transitions may overtake each other and have to be discarded), it handles the pulse-filtering condition (inertial delays), and it prevents the storage of redundant −∞ symbols in the output waveform. If the output waveform is empty (j = 0), the transition is always stored. Otherwise, the difference between the current transition t and the last one in z (z j−1 ) must be larger than the appropriate value in δ i for the current transition to be valid. New transitions are stored by updating z and increasing j. If a transition is discarded, the previously stored transition is also removed from z by decreasing j. The if-statement at line 15 checks for the overflow condition. If an overflow occurs, the overflow indicator z ov is increased and the while-loop is terminated at this point. After the loop, the symbol ∞ is added to z. 
choose k with w k ik = t 11:
if (j mod 2) = f (i 1 mod 2, . . . , i n mod 2) then 13:
14:
if j = |z| − 1 then The overflow fields for all waveforms at the inputs of the circuit are initialized to 0. If at the end of a simulation run any output waveform shows a positive overflow field, a calibration loop is performed on the input data. This overflow check is very efficient and does not add any additional data dependencies. During monitored simulation, the overflow fields are checked after gate evaluation of each level.
The weighted switching activity for each input assignment is accumulated in much the same way as overflows are recorded and propagated. The only difference is, that a field is increased by the weighted number of transitions in each waveform evaluation and special care is taken not to add activities twice at re-convergences. After simulation, a simple sum over all circuit outputs gives the total weighted switching activity for each assignment.
This algorithm is well suited for data-parallel execution in a lock-step fashion. Control flow divergences (if-statements) are reduced to the absolutely necessary and the most expensive operations (summing, min-operator and gate function evaluation) are unconditioned. The conditioned operations include only quite inexpensive floating-point additions, comparisons and index manipulations. In a batch of m threads, m loops are executed in parallel and the batch is active until the whileloop in every thread is finished. During this operation, each thread will access their input waveforms only once and in the order of increasing transition times. The memory layout of a waveset is organized in a way, such that the t 0 fields of all the waveforms are stored in the beginning, followed by all t 1 fields, and so on. This allows a batch to fill the memory transactions as much as possible during the loop iterations.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The simulation algorithm has been implemented on CUDA TMenabled hardware from NVIDIA R [15] . This hardware provides high performance for single precision floating point operations, therefore 32-bit floating point numbers are chosen for the transition times in the waveforms. The host system for the simulation experiments contains Intel R Xeon R processors with 3.33GHz and 48GB RAM. The CUDA TM -device is a Fermi GPU clocked with 1.1GHz and is attached to 6GB of on-board memory.
The experiments were performed on the largest ITC'99 circuits and industrial designs provided by NXP. All benchmarks were mapped to primitive gates with at most two inputs and the delay of all gates is set to the same constant value. Even if every gate is assigned a distinct delay value, the performance of GPGPU-based simulation would be the same as the delay information is not shared between gate instances. The scanchain configuration for the NXP benchmarks were known, for the ITC'99 circuits, configurations with a maximum chain length of 100 were generated.
A stuck-at test set was generated for each circuit and expanded beforehand according to the scan-chain configuration into the set of s input stimuli for the combinational circuit. This data was given to a state-of-the-art commercial event-based simulator running on a single CPU of the host system and to our GPGPU-based simulation system to measure the runtimes. In the commercial simulator, the runtimes were extrapolated for a maximum of 300k stimuli. Also, actual transition counting was not performed as this would have led to costly file operations and a biased comparison. The benchmarks have not undergone physical design and tend to produce more hazards than production designs with correct timing annotation. This tends to impact the performance of the GPGPU-based simulation more than the event-based simulation because of the higher number of costly calibration loops triggered during simulation. Table I compares the simulation performance of the commercial event-based simulator to our approach. The first two columns show design names and their size g in gates.
The next columns show the number of stuck-at fault test patterns p and the number s of input stimuli after expansion. The column e shows the simulation result, the number of transitions caused on all internal signals by shifting all p test patterns through the scan-chains. The transition counts range from 568 Million for p78k up to many Billion for the larger circuits. Column T CS shows, that the commercial eventbased simulator takes hours for the smaller circuits and even days for the larger designs to complete. In the first run on the GPGPU based simulator, no waveform capacity data is available and all capacities are initialized to c = 16. The column T cold already shows a significant runtime improvement over the commercial simulator despite the fact, that some calibration loops are needed to adjust the waveform capacities. Calibrations take time as they involve overflow checking for each level and additional communication between CPU and GPGPU. However, only very few calibration loops are needed and the performance is still faster by factors of 21X-144X compared to the commercial simulator. The GPGPU based simulator was run again with the waveform capacities obtained from the first run and the time is reported in column T fs . This represents the best case, as only full-speed simulations are performed without any calibrations. Now, speedups of at least two orders of magnitude are obtained in every case, reaching up to 423X for p78k. Simulation effort is reduced from days to a few minutes for larger designs. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The presented throughput-optimized timing simulator computes all signal transitions and supports for the first time hazards and pulse-filtering in a GPGPU implementation. It generates high-quality switching activity data more than two orders of magnitude faster than commercial event-based simulators and thus enables exact scan test power estimation for industrial-sized designs and large test sets.
The partitioning of the simulation system in sequential and data-parallel tasks, the consequent reduction of data dependencies and synchronizations in the data-parallel part and the exploitation of the two dimensions of parallelism tap into the full potential of GPGPUs. The memory efficient encoding and fast evaluation of waveforms with careful consideration of control flow and memory access patterns allows to exploit this potential.
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